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1 Introduction

ECCKD is a software tool for generating gas-optics models based on the correlated k-distribution (CKD) technique,
for use atmospheric radiation schemes. The tool offers the user complete flexibility in which gases to represent,
the concentration and pressure ranges to cover, and how much accuracy is required (at the expense of efficiency).
It has, however, only been tested on terrestrial atmospheres. The resulting gas optics models are encoded in a
ckd-definition file in self-describing netCDF format, which can be read by the ecRad radiation scheme (Hogan and
Bozzo, 2018). The idea of flexibly defining a gas-optics model entirely by a single file originates with Edwards
and Slingo (1996)

Running the tool consists of performing a sequence of tasks in the form of C++ executables, each of which
reads a netCDF file (or files) produced by the previous task, and generates a netCDF file to pass on to the next.
The complete chain of tasks may be controlled by shell scripts, and the ones provided as part of this package
are designed for the case of generating multiple gas-optics models, enabling the user more easily to sample the
relationship between efficiency and accuracy.

The spectroscopy used by ecCKD consists of the large dataset produced as part of the Correlated K-Distribution
Model Intercomparison Project (CKDMIP), described by Hogan and Matricardi (2020), which contains layer op-
tical depth of nine gases (H2O, O3, N2, O2, CO2, CH4, N2O, CFC-11 and CFC-12) for a number of atmospheric
profiles computed using LBLRTM version 12.8. Line-by-line radiative transfer calculations are performed on these
spectra as part of the generation of new gas-optics models, but no new spectra are generated.

Section 2 outlines how to install ecCKD and its prerequisites on your system. Section 3 describes how to run
ecCKD using the pre-written scripts and how to alter the configuration. Section 4 summarizes the copyright and
license situation.

2 Installation

The code should work with most flavours of Linux and Unix. Please note that you need the best part of 1 TB of
disk space, mostly for the CKDMIP dataset on which ecCKD depends.

2.1 Prerequisites

• The scripts explicitly use the Bourne Again shell (bash) which is available on all Linux distributions but
may be missing on some versions of Unix. It may be safe to simply replace this by the Bourne or Korn shell
(sh or ksh) at the top of each script, but this has not been tested.

∗This document is copyright c© 2021– ECMWF. If you have any queries about ecCKD that are not answered by this document then please
email me at r.j.hogan@ecmwf.int.
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• You will need a Fortran compiler that supports the 2003 standard, and a C++ compiler that supports the
2011 standard (C++11). I recommend installing the latest version of the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC)
available for your platform and using gfortran and g++.

• You will need to install the netCDF library, version 4 or later, including the Fortran interface. This needs
to be the development version, i.e. including header files; packages to install on a Linux system may be
called libnetcdff-dev or libnetcdff-devel. Version 4 is required to support the latest format, which
is actually HDF-5 and supports very large arrays and data compression. Both CKDMIP and ecCKD use this
format for large files and give them the h5 suffix, while using the classic netCDF-3 format for smaller files
(suffix nc). Both can be read by the netCDF-4 library.

• You need the NCO tools to be installed on your system; these are a collection of command-line utilities for
manipulating netCDF files.

• Install the Adept library, version 2.1 or later (Hogan, 2014), from http://www.met.reading.

ac.uk/clouds/adept2 or https://github.com/rjhogan/Adept-2. This provides array,
automatic-differentiation and minimization capabilities. You will need BLAS and LAPACK capabilities
to be enabled; the Adept build system should find default versions of these libraries on your system if they
are available, and while they won’t be fast, they are adequate for ecCKD since matrix multiplication and
linear algebra do not comprise a particularly large part of the computational cost of ecCKD. Nonetheless,
if you need to install a BLAS/LAPACK library then I recommend OpenBLAS. If you have the choice then
I suggest you turn off OpenMP parallelization of BLAS matrix operations, since ecCKD uses OpenMP
parallelism at a higher level.

• Compile the CKDMIP software package available from the CKDMIP home page at https://

confluence.ecmwf.int/display/CKDMIP.

2.2 Compiling ecCKD

The ecCKD software uses the autotools build system. If you obtained the software from GitHub, you will need to
have autotools installed on your system, with which you can generate the configure script via

autoreconf -i

Then create Makefiles for your system with

./configure

If you installed Adept in a nonstandard location, or you wish to use particular C++ compiler options, you can do
so as follows:

./configure --with-adept=/home/robin/apps/adept-2.1 \
CXXFLAGS="-Wall -g -O2 -march=native -std=c++11 -DADEPT_FAST_EXPONENTIAL"

Please note that if your C++ compiler does not use the C++11 standard by default, you will need to specify it on
the command line (e.g. using the -std=c++11 option for GCC above).

Finally, you can build the software with

make

This should generate numerous executables in the src/ecckd directory. While these can probably be installed
somewhere with make install, the ecCKD pacakge has so far only been tested by running from within its build
directory.

To compule with debugging enabled, do a make clean then rerun the configure script with optimizations
turned off, bounds checking of array operations and initialization of arrays with signaling NaNs, as follows

./configure CXXFLAGS="-Wall -g -O0 -std=c++11 -DADEPT_BOUNDS_CHECKING -DADEPT_INIT_REAL_SNAN"

http://www.met.reading.ac.uk/clouds/adept2
http://www.met.reading.ac.uk/clouds/adept2
https://github.com/rjhogan/Adept-2
https://confluence.ecmwf.int/display/CKDMIP
https://confluence.ecmwf.int/display/CKDMIP
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2.3 Installing CKDMIP datasets

ECCKD requires the CKDMIP MMM, Idealized and Evaluation-1 datasets, which are available from
ftp://dissemination.ecmwf.int, username ckdmip, password available on request from Robin Hogan
(r.j.hogan@ecmwf.int). The total volume of the dataset is of order 700 GB. Since much of the wall-clock
time running ecCKD is actually spent reading data from disk, you may find better performance installing on a lo-
cally mounted drive rather than a network drive. If the data are installed on your system in the $CKDMIP DATA DIR

directory, then the following subdirectories should be used:

$CKDMIP_DATA_DIR/mmm/conc
$CKDMIP_DATA_DIR/mmm/lw_spectra
$CKDMIP_DATA_DIR/mmm/sw_spectra
$CKDMIP_DATA_DIR/idealized/conc
$CKDMIP_DATA_DIR/idealized/lw_spectra
$CKDMIP_DATA_DIR/idealized/sw_spectra
$CKDMIP_DATA_DIR/evaluation1/conc
$CKDMIP_DATA_DIR/evaluation1/lw_spectra
$CKDMIP_DATA_DIR/evaluation1/sw_spectra
$CKDMIP_DATA_DIR/evaluation1/lw_fluxes
$CKDMIP_DATA_DIR/evaluation1/sw_fluxes

In addition to installing datasets from the FTP site above, you will need to edit and run several scripts
from in the work/sw directory of the CKDMIP software package; these are make rayleigh evaluation.sh,
make rayleigh mmm.sh, make ssi evaluation.sh and make ssi mmm.sh. They create files containing the
Rayleigh layer optical depth and the solar spectral irradiance for the Evaluation-1 and MMM datasets, and place
them in the sw spectra directories above. You will need to edit these scripts to ensure that the files are put in the
right place.

The evaluation1/lw fluxes and evaluation1/sw fluxes subdirectories ought to contain files of the
precomputed fluxes for each of the CKDMIP scenarios described by Hogan and Matricardi (2020), in each
of the narrow CKDMIP bands. Note that two versions may be available in the longwave: those computed
using one zenith angle per hemisphere are named * fluxes *, while those computed using four zenith an-
gles per hemisphere are named * fluxes-4angle *. Only the former can be used for training. To regener-
ate these files if needed, you will need to edit and run the work/lw/run lw lbl evaluation.sh and/or the
work/sw/run sw lbl evaluation.sh scripts in the CKDMIP software package. Please note that this typically
takes 1–2 days.

2.4 Locating executables and datasets

Assuming you will be using the scripts in the test directory (or your own variants of them), you will need to
edit the script variables in the test/config.h file to point to executables and directories containing CKDMIP
datasets needed in the operation of ecCKD. Specifically the following variables need to be set:

CKDMIP_DATA_DIR # Top-level directory for the CKDMIP dataset
CKDMIP_DIR # CKDMIP software directory (executables in the bin subdirectory)
BINDIR # Location of the ecCKD executables
WORK_DIR # Location of a working directory for use by ecCKD

3 Running ecCKD using scripts

3.1 Performing additional line-by-line radiation calculations

The files containing fluxes that were described in section 2.3 consider all important gases and are used for part of
the optimization of the gas-optics models. However, the most accurate way to treat minor greenhouse gases (CH4,
N2O and the CFCs) for climate applications has been found to be to create a ‘composite gas’ containing not only
O2 and N2, but also the minor greenhouse gases at present-day concentrations constant with height; the optical
properties of this composite gas are then treated as a function of pressure and temperature alone. Variations in
the concentrations of the minor greenhouse gases are then treated using ecCKD’s relative-linear representation, in
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which their optical depth is assumed to be proportional to (x− xp), where x is the mole fraction of the gas and xp is
the present-day mole fraction. The optical depths due to each gas, including the composite gas, are then summed.
This approach is most accurate for concentrations of the minor greenhouse gases close to present-day values. See
also section 3.6.

In order to train such a scheme, we first train the coefficients of the major gases (H2O, O3 and CO2) and
the composite gas. This requires reference line-by-line calculations for the Evaluation-1 dataset in which the
minor greenhouse gases are constant with height. However, the CKDMIP scenarios all use minor greenhouse
gas profiles that vary with height (see Fig. 2 of Hogan and Matricardi, 2020). Therefore, we need to generate
the fluxes for several additional scenarios, which is achieved by running the run sw lbl evaluation.sh and
run lw lbl evaluation.sh scripts in the test directory. These scripts take several hours to complete, but will
generate files in the $WORK DIR/sw lbl fluxes and $WORK DIR/lw lbl fluxes directories. The scenarios
generated have the tag rel-*, where * represents the concentration of CO2 in ppmv.

3.2 Using the master scripts

The easiest way to run ecCKD is to use the scripts in the test directory. The master scripts are do all lw.sh

and do all sw.sh, which perform all the steps necessary to generate spectral definition files suitable for use in a
radiation scheme such as ecRad. They basically define three global variables to configure the calculation, and then
run further scripts in sequence. The variables are as follows:

APPLICATION – This variable is set to one of climate, global-nwp or limited-area-nwp, and maps to the
applications given in Table 1 of Hogan and Matricardi (2020). It determines the range of greenhouse gas
concentrations to train on (the NWP configurations being limited to present-day concentrations), and the
minimum pressure at which heating rates will need to be simulated (limited-area NWP being 400 hPa and
the other two being 2 hPa). The check configuration.h include script then uses the APPLICATION

variable to define the APP LOCAL and MIN PRESSURE variables.

BAND STRUCTURE – This variable consists of a space-separated list of strings describing the band structures that
will be simulated. In the longwave these may be fsck (the full-spectrum correlated-k method, FSCK, de-
scribed by Hogan, 2010), wide or narrow (the band structures proposed by Hogan and Matricardi, 2020).
In the shortwave the wide and narrow structures are available, plus rgb which uses FSCK in a large near-
infrared band, three visible bands for red green and blue, and one ultraviolet band. New band structures can
be defined, but it requires defining a unique name for the structure and then editing numerous of the scripts
so that the correct behaviour is then invoked. Furthermore, fluxes in each of the new bands need to be recom-
puted for the Evaluation-1 dataset in each scenario by editing and running the scripts described in section 2.3
and 3.1. Note that rerunning the scripts may not be needed if your band structure involves only groupings
of the bands of an existing band structure (e.g. the wide CKDMIP band structure involves simply grouping
the narrow CKDMIP bands); you will, however, need to edit the scripts (e.g. optimize lut sw.sh) to
specify the band mapping variable for your new band structure.

TOLERANCE – This variable consists of a space-separated list of numbers representing the heating-rate tolerance
(in K day−1) used per spectral interval (g point), although note that the final accuracy of the scheme may
differ considerably from this when gas overlap and other factors are accounted for.

If the scripts run successfully (which could take many hours), spectral definition files will be written in the directory
$WORK DIR/sw ckd-definition or $WORK DIR/lw ckd-definition with filenames of the form

ecckd-${VERSION}_sw_ckd-definition_${APPLICATION}_${BAND_STRUCTURE}-tol${TOLERANCE}.nc
ecckd-${VERSION}_lw_ckd-definition_${APPLICATION}_${BAND_STRUCTURE}-tol${TOLERANCE}.nc

After running the complete chain of tasks, you may wish to rerun part of the chain, which is simply a case of
commenting out parts of the master script and rerunning it, since the intermediate files will still be present.

Figure 1 depicts tasks that are performed, which are described in more detail in sections 3.3–3.9. The detailed
configuration settings for each task are set in the individual scripts that enact these tasks, and section 3.10 outlines
the general way in which the executables are configured. Note that these scripts are not invoked directly by the
user, but called from the master scripts do all lw.sh and do all sw.sh.
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Figure 1: Flowchart illustrating the tasks performed in generating an ecCKD spectral definition look-up table.

3.3 Merging well-mixed gases

The first task, not depicted in Fig. 1, is to merge the absorption spectra of several combinations of gases for the
MMM dataset. This is enacted by the merge well mixed lw.sh and merge well mixed sw.sh scripts, and the
files are written to the $WORK DIR/lw spectra and $WORK DIR/sw spectra. This operation is done only once;
subsequent calls do nothing if the merged files are already present. The intention is that when subsequent tasks
need the combined optical properties of common combinations of gases, they only need to read one large file rather
than several, but in practice only the reorder task makes use of them, so this task may be removed in a future
version.

The merging is enacted by the ckdmip lw and ckdmip sw executables from the CKDMIP software package.

3.4 Reordering the spectra of individual gases

The first task shown in Fig. 1 is to reorder the spectra of each gas in order of increasing absorption
within each band specified in BAND STRUCTURE, and is enacted by the reorder spectrum lw.sh and
reorder spectrum sw.sh scripts (which in turn call the reorder spectrum executable). This task is not
repeated if the files are already present. The median present-day profile from the MMM dataset is used. Ordering
is in terms of the height of the peak cooling rate in the longwave (see Hogan, 2010, for details) and the height at
which the zenith optical depth reaches 0.25 when measured from top-of-atmosphere in the shortwave. The latter
figure can be set with threshold optical depth in reorder spectrum sw.sh. Thus ecCKD uses a unique
mapping from wavenumber to g-space, which is similar to the approach of Doppler et al. (2014) but differs from
many CKD implementations that reorder the spectra independently at each pressure level. We find the unique
mapping approach more attractive on physical grounds as it avoids radiation implicitly changing its wavenumber
as it passes through the atmosphere, a property that is particularly important when using very wide bands.

The resulting files are written to the $WORK DIR/lw order and $WORK DIR/sw order subdirectories. Note
that the files contain only the rank of each wavenumber, rather than full reordered spectra themselves.
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Table 1: General settings for the find g points executable, and the default values in the longwave and shortwave
scripts.

Setting LW default SW default Description
averaging method transmission total-transmission Method for averaging absorption coefficients to

for candidate g points (other methods being
‘linear’, ‘square-root’ and ‘logarithmic’

tolerance tolerance 0.01 0.01 Fractional difference permitted between penalty
functions for each g point

flux weight 0.0 0.1 Weight of fluxes relative to heating-rates in
penalty function

max iterations 60 60 Maximum number of iterations when attempting
to partition each band evenly into g points

iprofile 0 0 0-based index of the profile to use from the MMM
dataset, 0 indicating the median profile

3.5 Finding g points

A correlated k-distribution model is efficient because it groups together parts of the spectrum with similar ab-
sorption coefficient (‘g points’), even if they are not adjacent in wavenumber space, and treats them with a single
pseudo-monochromatic radiative transfer calculation. The find g points lw.sh and find g points sw.sh

scripts (which in turn call the find g points executable) read in the spectral order of each gas, and partition
the spectra for each gas and band into g-points such that a penalty function (quantifying the difference in heating
rate and fluxes between a quasi-monochromatic calculation for that g-point and the line-by-line ‘truth’) is below
the specified TOLERANCE. Thus, the lower the tolerance, the larger the number of g-points that will be needed.
Heating-rate and flux errors are computed in the presence of other gases, but with their concentrations set to the
minimum for the specified APPLICATION (for all applications the minimum water vapour and ozone are taken
from the MMM dataset, while for the climate application the greenhouse gas concentrations are set to the minima
of the scenarios listed in Table 2 of Hogan and Matricardi, 2020). After working out the partitioning for each
individual gas, the gases are overlapped using the hypercube-partition method of Hogan (2010).

The configuration settings of the find g points executable are quite complicated, since the treatment of each
gas needs to be specified separately. Some general settings are listed in Table 1, while an example of the more
detailed settings is given in section 3.10. The averaging method deserves some comment; it determines how
absorption coefficients are averged in candidate g-points. In the longwave the transmission method conserves
the layer transmission and emission assuming the flux in each high-resolution wavenumber is equal to the Planck
function at the temperature of the layer. In the shortwave, only the direct downward flux is computed, and it is
possible to construct an absorption profile for the g-point such that a quasi-monochromatic direct-beam radiation
calculation reproduces the line-by-line direct-beam flux profile exactly. The total-transmission averaging
method does exactly this, but then computes the penalty function by scaling the absorption of the gas between
the values specified by the gas-specific configuration parameters min scaling and max scaling, intended to
represent the range of concentrations of that gas. Internally, these scalings may be adjusted to span at least the
range 0.5–2.5, since that is required to represent the capture the large part of the variation of the solar path length
through the atmosphere over the diurnal cycle.

A separate output file is written for each BAND STRUCTURE and TOLERANCE in the $WORK DIR/lw gpoints

and $WORK DIR/sw gpoints directories.

3.6 Initial creation of look-up table

The create lut lw.sh and create lut sw.sh scripts (which call the create lut executable) read in the
CKDMIP Idealized dataset, and average the molar absorptions into each g point. In the shortwave it also
computes the Rayleigh scattering contribution for each g point in the form of a single molar scattering coeffi-
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cient. This task is relatively slow because the entire Idealized dataset needs to be read in for each combination
of BAND STRUCTURE and TOLERANCE. The result is written to the $WORK DIR/lw raw-ckd-definition and
$WORK DIR/sw raw-ckd-definition directories in the form of a fully functioning spectral definition look-up
table file that could in fact be used directly in a radiation scheme like ecRad. In practice this first estimate is
not very accurate, and so the subsequent steps perform refinements, as indicated by the increasing versions of the
look-up table file shown in Fig. 1.

The conc dependence configuration parameter for each gas specifies one of several ways in which the con-
centration dependence is to be represented:

none – This is used for composite gases that encompass the contribution from all gases that are assumed to have a
constant mole fraction (although optionally varying with pressure). Thus the absorption (actually expressed
as an absorption per mole of all gases present) in each g point is a function of temperature and pressure
alone.

linear – This is used for gases whose absorption scales linearly with concentration, and for terrestrial atmo-
spheres this is a very good approximation for all gases except water vapour. Thus the molar absorption
coefficient of the gas in each g point is a function of temperature and pressure alone.

relative-linear – This is the same as linear except that when used in a radiation scheme, the molar absorption
coefficient is not simply multiplied by the mole fraction of the gas, but by the mole fraction minus a reference
value (specified by the reference conc parameter for that gas). See section 3.1 for further information.

lut – In this case the concentration dependence is represented by adding a concentration dimension to the look-up
table. In terrestrial atmospheres this is needed only for water vapour.

Subsequent radiation schemes simply sum the optical depths of each active gas in each g point.

3.7 Shortwave scaling of look-up table

The first refinement of the spectral description look-up table, only performed in the shortwave, takes advantage
of the fact that given a profile of ‘true’ line-by-line direct fluxes (for a solar zenith angle of 60◦) for the spectral
interval represented by each g point, it is possible to define a profile of monochromatic layer optical depths that
reproduces this profile exactly. The scale lut sw.sh script, which calls the scale lut executable, does exactly
this using line-by-line fluxes from the CKDMIP median profile as the reference. It then works out the scaling
that would be required, as a function of pressure, to correct the optical depth profile (which represents all gases)
coming out the v0 look-up table. It assumes that each gas has the same fractional error in absorption, and scales the
look-up tables for each gas by the same pressure-dependent function. The new file is written to the same directory
but with the file specifier scaled-ckd-definition.

Before the scaling can be applied, the script creates a file

$WORK_DIR/sw_lbl_fluxes/ckdmip_mmm_sw_fluxes-raw_present_1.h5

(if not already present) containing the full spectral fluxes at all altitudes for the first (median) profile of the MMM
dataset. It uses the ckdmip sw executable from the CKDMIP package to do this (and since this is coded in Fortran,
a ‘1’ is used in the file name to indicate the first profile rather than ‘0’).

3.8 Optimization of coefficients

The final part of the process is to optimize the look-up-table coefficients by minimizing the difference be-
tween CKD and line-by-line fluxes and heating rates for the 50 realistic profiles of the CKDMIP Evaluation-1
dataset. For the climate application this is done in several steps, first optimizing the major gases, then the mi-
nor gases. Two steps are shown in Fig. 1. The optimization steps required are specified in the space-separated
OPTIMIZE MODE LIST variable defined in the master scripts discussed in section 3.2. For each optimization step,
the optimize lut lw.sh and optimize lut sw.sh scripts call the optimize lut executable, which gener-
ates a more refined spectral-definition file (for each combination of BAND STRUCTURE and TOLERANCE). The final
files are written to the $WORK DIR/sw ckd-definition and $WORK DIR/lw ckd-definition directories.
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Table 2: General settings for the optimize lut executable, and the typical values (or range of values) used in the
scripts.

Setting Typical Description
prior error 2.0 Error assigned to the prior values of the look-up table

coefficients read in
broadband weight 0.0–0.8 Weight assigned to broadband fluxes and heating rates in the

penalty function, as opposed to band fluxes; if this is non-zero
then it allows errors in one band to be traded against errors in
another which may or may not be desirable

flux weight 0.01–0.3 Weight of fluxes at TOA/surface to penalty function
flux profile weight 0.05 Weight of flux profile to penalty function
spectral boundary weight 0.0–0.1 Weight of fluxes in each g point at TOA/surface (rather than

fluxes in each band), if available
temperature corr 0.8 Background error correlation between adjacent look-up table

elements in the temperature dimension
pressure corr 0.8 Background error correlation between adjacent look-up table

elements in the pressure dimension
conc corr 0.8 Background error correlation between adjacent look-up table

elements in the concentration dimension
max iterations 2000 Maximum number of iterations to perform
convergence criterion 0.0005–0.02 Norm of the gradient of the penalty function at which

convergence is deemed to have occurred

Internally, a quasi-Newton algorithm is used to minimize a penalty function by adjusting all the look-up-table
coefficients, provided by the Adept package (since version 2.1). The main options governing the behaviour of the
optimization are provided in Table 2.

3.9 Radiative transfer calculations using generated gas-optics models

The final task carried out by the master scripts, but not shown in Fig. 1, is to perform radiative transfer calculations
on the CKDMIP evaluation profiles for the various climate scenarios, but using the gas-optics models generated
by ecCKD. This is enacted by the run ckd lw.sh and run ckd sw.sh scripts. They first call the run ckd

executable, which generates files in the $WORK DIR/lw optical-depth and $WORK DIR/sw optical-depth

directories containing the layer optical depths in each g point combining the contribution from all gases. These
files are of the format required to participate in the CKDMIP intercomparison. The scripts then call the ckdmip lw

and ckdmip sw executables from the CKDMIP package to compute flux profiles, and write the results to the
$WORK DIR/lw fluxes and $WORK DIR/sw fluxes directories. Both steps are very fast. These results may
then be compared statistically to the line-by-line fluxes for these profiles to produce evaluation plots of the type
shown in Fig. 5–8 of Hogan and Matricardi (2020). Note that the Evaluation-1 profiles are not independent as
they are used in the training, but if the EVALUATION CODE variable in the test/config.h include script is set to
evaluation2 then the independent Evaluation-2 dataset will be used instead, if available.

3.10 Syntax for configuring ecCKD executables

Each of the executables are configured in the same general way, making use of the readconfig library provided
in the src/tools directory. The executables are all called in the same general way:

executable [key1=value1 [key2=value2 ...]] config.cfg

where config.cfg contains a list of key-value pairs. Additional key-value pairs may be provided on the
command-line as shown, and override any matching keys in the configuration file. The values may be scalars,
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arrays, strings or space-separated lists of strings. As an example, the following configuration is written by the
find g points lw.sh script for the global-nwp application, and passed to the find g points executable:

# General configuration options
iprofile 0
averaging_method "transmission"
tolerance_tolerance 0.015
flux_weight 0.0
min_pressure 2.0
max_iterations 60

# List of gases to treat
gases composite h2o o3

# Detailed description of how individual gases are to be treated
\begin h2o

# Water vapour in median present-day concentrations
input ckdmip_mmm_lw_spectra_h2o_median.h5
reordering_input lw_order_global-nwp_h2o.h5
# Other gases in present-day concentrations, except ozone which uses
# the minimum concentration
background_input "ckdmip_mmm_lw_spectra_composite_present.h5

ckdmip_mmm_lw_spectra_o3_minimum.h5"
\end h2o

\begin o3
input ckdmip_mmm_lw_spectra_o3_median.h5
reordering_input lw_order_global-nwp_o3.h5
background_input "ckdmip_mmm_lw_spectra_composite_present.h5

ckdmip_mmm_lw_spectra_h2o_minimum.h5"
\end o3

\begin composite
input ckdmip_mmm_lw_spectra_composite_present.h5
reordering_input lw_order_global-nwp_composite.h5
background_input "ckdmip_mmm_lw_spectra_h2o_minimum.h5

ckdmip_mmm_lw_spectra_o3_minimum.h5"
\end composite

Options could then be overridden on the command-line with

./find_g_points gases="h2o o3" o3.input=alternative_o3_spectra.h5 config.cfg

Note that keys in sections in the configuration file are specified as SECTION.KEY when given on the command-line.

4 License and copyright

The ecCKD software in directory src/ecckd is copyright c© 2019– ECMWF. The software in the src/tools

and src/include is jointly owned by the University of Reading and ECMWF; see the copyright statements in
individual files. All the software in these directories is licensed under the terms of the Apache Licence Version
2.0 which can be obtained at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0, and is also available
in the LICENSE file in the ecCKD package. In applying this licence, ECMWF does not waive the privileges and
immunities granted to it by virtue of its status as an intergovernmental organisation nor does it submit to any
jurisdiction.
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